SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 02 November 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, overcast, winds 03 knots, temperature high -10 C,

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

Drill Team
- Work continues on MEC, sorting and storing equipment for traverse.
- C&C is still at carpenter shop, waiting on shelves then we should be able to do our wiring then prepare it for shipping.
- Tasked Graham and Jonas to SCINI project for 4 hours to help get ready for sea ice test.
- Work is continuing on the LARS deck that will hold the three winches. All light equipment on the deck that we could relocate by hand was moved out of the way making room for the wire winch. Future work on that LARS sled will require a loader or the crane.
- Drill superstructure frame legs were modified for the new sheave system and are ready to pack for the traverse.

Note:
Our progress is still on schedule so have a little time we give the SCINI project a little extra help.

Report by Dennis Duling
C&C, further along and some very good workmanship,  Photo by Dennis Duling

Graham Roberts and Dennis Duling organizing LARS deck,  Photo by Jonas Kalin